The OB Division's Making Connections Committee aims to enhance your AOM 2024 experience. We've curated a sample schedule for those interested in "Changes in our Field." This schedule covers changes in research, teaching, and scholarly life, offering various ways to connect with like-minded individuals. Enjoy the conference!

Friday, August 9th

1. 87: How Can We Make Management Research More Credible? An Interactive PDW Featuring Experts and Editors (14498)
   - 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich E

2. 144: Speaking Science (10569)
   - 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich B

Saturday, August 10th

3. 302: Teaching in the Rough (10648)
   - 9:45 AM - 11:45 AM CT
   - Sheraton: Ontario

4. 380: The Elephant in the Room: A PDW on Enhancing Scientific Rigor in Organizational Behavior Research (11869)
   - 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich G

Sunday, August 11th

   - 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich E